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Christine Pierson
Kensington Park SA 5068
27/2/2020
The Hon. Stephan Knole
State Planning Minister, Government of South Australia
GPO Box 1533
ADELAIDE SA 5001
Dear Minister Knole
I am a former elected member with an Eastern Suburbs Council and I
am well aware of what I consider to be the legalised corruption that
goes on in all three levels of government, having seen the Payneham
Civic Centre basically stolen from the constituents of Payneham and
sold to JP Morgan Chase.
This ended as I warned with JP Morgan Chase leaving the
establishment and a disastrous failure.
I am extremely concerned with the fact that 3 of the State Planning
Commissioners in South Australia are developers or work for
developers, and there are only four in total.
How can this be justified?
This is comparable to the “Ethics” Committees in charge of animal
experimentation, where most of the Committee are supporting the
terrible atrocities being inflicted on innocent animals. These
Committees are always weighted against the poor suffering victims
and are just a farce when it comes to being “ethical”.
Likewise, the developers and those who work for the developers are
obviously outweighing the balance of the State Planning Commission
to get the results they want to ruin the life-style and quality of our
suburbs which are being decimated by inappropriate development.

I call upon you, as State Planning Minister, to stop this legalised
corruption and stop this inappropriate development which is turning
our suburbs into concrete jungles, laying the foundations for mental
ill-health and violence, already being seen in these immense
apartment blocks, where numerous residents are forced to live in
close contact with each other.
There is nowhere for animals to have a quality of life and this is
creating barking dogs, psychotic cats and killing off the wildlife.
The trees which I worked to save as significant, are being chopped
down. The natural vegetation which is essential to the wildlife is being
bulldozed and the whole of the suburbs are being destroyed by this
appalling infill.
Now the heritage zones, which have been a major part of my work on
Council to save them from demolition, are under dire threat of being
erased.
This has all got to stop.
I live in a heritage zone and I value my existence and the welfare of
my animals and I have no intention of accepting this massive threat
to my life-style, without a fight.
Thank you for the opportunity to forward this submission.
Yours faithfully
Christine Pierson
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